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 Background: Cardiovascular diseases are the most common causes of death all over 

the world. To diagnose these harmful diseases, analysis of the left and right ventricle of 

the heart is routinely performed manually in clinical practice. Due to the large amount 

of data manual segmentation has various limitations like complexity, time consumption 

and intra-observer variability. Hence there is a need for the development of fast, 

accurate and automated ventricular segmentation methods. Objective: The main 
objective of this work is to develop a new fast automatic hybrid segmentation method 

which is a combination of Adaptive k-means(AKM) clustering and Distance 

regularized level set evolution(DRLSE) method. The proposed method is tested on 
short axis cardiac magnetic resonance (MR) images of both left and right ventricles. 

Results: The proposed hybrid segmentation method is compared with level set method, 

DRLSE and the combined method of AKM and level set. The result shows that the 
proposed method gives faster and accurate segmentation results than other methods for 

both left and right ventricles. Conclusion: The main function of the heart depends on 

the ventricles and the exact delineation of these ventricles help cardiologists to diagnose 
various cardiovascular diseases. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Different statistical surveys indicate that is chemic heart disease is a major cause of mortality in developed 

as well as developing countries. Generally cardiac examination involves assessing the following physiological 

measures: cardiac structure function, perfusion and myocardial viability. Different imaging modalities including 

ultrasound, single photon emission computed tomography, computed tomography and magnetic resonance 

imaging are used in performing cardiac examinations. Among these methods, cardiac MRI is the popular imaging 

technique which is ionizing radiation free, non-invasive and capable of retrieving all cardiac measures 

appropriately because of which it has attracted significant interest in the research community. 

Image segmentation is an important process in many computer vision and image processing applications. It 

divides an image into a number of discrete regions such that the pixels have high similarity in each region and 

high contrast between regions. Properties like gray-level, color, intensity, texture, depth or motion help to 

recognize similar regions and similarity of such properties, is used to construct groups of regions having a 

specific meaning. 

Clustering algorithm is applied as a digital image segmentation technique in various fields such as medical, 

engineering, computers and mathematics. It has been extensively used in statistics (S.P. Lloyd, 1982; J. Shi and 

J. Malik 2000), machine learning (M. Mignotte et al., 2000), pattern recognition (Caroline petitjean et al., 2011), 

data mining (Salem Saleh Al-amri et al., 2010) and image processing [Alexander Andreopoulos et al]. Previous 

studies proved that clustering algorithms are capable in segmenting and determining certain regions of interest 

in medical images.  

K-Means or Hard C-Means clustering is basically a partitioning method applied to analyze data and treats 

observations of the data as objects based on locations and distance between various input data points. 

Partitioning the objects into mutually exclusive clusters K is done by it in such a fashion that objects within each 

cluster remain as close as possible to each other but as far as possible from objects in other clusters. Each cluster 

is characterized by its center point i.e. centroid. The distances used in clustering in most of the times do not 
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actually represent the spatial distances. In general, the only solution to the problem of finding global minimum 

is exhaustive choice of starting points. Use of several replicates with random starting point leads to a solution 

i.e. a global solution. In a dataset, a desired number of clusters K and a set of k initial starting points, the K-

Means clustering algorithm finds the desired number of distinct clusters and their centroids. A centroid is the 

points whose co-ordinates are obtained by means of computing the average of each of the co-ordinates of the 

points of samples assigned to the clusters. Though it is the most favorable technique, it has weaknesses like 

dependent on initialization, slow and scales poorly on the time, may converge to a local minimum and misses a 

small cluster. As a result, it may lead to poor or wrong representation of data. There are several clustering 

algorithms proposed to overcome the aforementioned weaknesses. In AKM clustering algorithm there is no need 

to specify the number of clusters or any initial seed value to start iteration, this algorithm automatically finds 

number of clusters and cluster center iteratively.  

Active contours or snakes are curves defined within an image domain that can conform to an object 

boundary or other desired features within an image under the influence of internal and external forces from the 

image data (Caselles et al.,). The level set method is a numerical technique in which contours or surfaces are 

represented as the zero level set of a higher dimensional function, usually called a level set function. Basically 

there are two types of level set methods that are used for image segmentation, they are region based models 

[Ronfard], [Samson] and edge based models [Vasilevskiy]. Region descriptors are used to identify the region of 

interest and guide the motion of the active contour in region based models. Piecewise constant (PC) model 

[Chan and Vese] is an example and it is difficult to define region descriptors and these methods are based on the 

assumption of intensity homogeneity. Piecewise smooth models [Mumford shah] can be applied for segmenting 

images with intensity in homogenities like cardiac MRI but these methods are time consuming and depend on 

the initialization. Edge based models which are based on gradient of edge information can be applied for images 

with intensity in homogeneity but these methods are sensitive to the initial conditions and fails in the case of 

objects with weak boundaries.  

The main difference between snakes and level set methods is that in all level set methods an active contour is 

presented implicitly through a value of scalar function. Further improvement in level set methods is based on 

embedding the level set function itself into energy functional E. In conventional level set methods there was a 

problem with the reinitialization procedure and to overcome this problem, a variation level set with a distance 

regularization term and an external energy term is proposed in the DRLSE [Chunming Li] which can be used for 

segmenting images of various applications.  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Adaptive K-means (AKM) clustering: 

The AKM clustering algorithm starts with the selection of K elements from the input data set. The K 

elements form the seeds of clusters and are randomly selected. The properties of each element also form the 

properties of the cluster that is constituted by the element. The algorithm is based on the ability to compute 

distance between a given element and a cluster. This function is also used to compute distance between two 

elements. An important consideration for this function is that it should be able to account for the distance based 

on properties that have been normalized so that the distance is not dominated by one property or some property 

is not ignored in the computation of distance. In most cases, the Euclidean distance may be sufficient. For 

example, in the case of spectral data given by n-dimensions, the distance between two data elements 

E1 = {E11;E12; : : : ;E1n}  and  E2 = {E21;E22; : : : ;E2n}  is  given by 

2 2 2

11 12 12 22 1n 2n(E -E ) +(E -E ) +......+(E -E )
 

It should be pointed out that for performance reasons, the square root function may be dropped. In other 

cases, it has to modify the distance function. Such cases can be exemplified by data where one dimension is 

scaled different compared to other dimensions, or where properties may be required to have different weights 

during comparison. AKM clustering uses same basic principle as in K-means and can be used for either gray or 

color images. No need to specify the number of clusters or any initial seed value to start iteration in AKM 

clustering, it automatically finds number of clusters and cluster center iteratively. It is very fast in 

implementation and easy to understand and easy to modify code according to the user requirements.  

 

Level Set: 

In level set methods, a contour (or more generally a hyper surface) of interest is embedded as the zero level 

set of a level set function (LSF). Although the final result of a level set method is zero level set of the LSF, it is 

necessary to maintain the LSF in a good condition, so that the level set evolution is stable and the numerical 

computation is accurate. This requires that the LSF is smooth and not too steep or too flat (at least in a vicinity 

of its zero level set) during the level set evolution. This condition is well satisfied by signed distance functions 

for their unique property, which is referred to as the signed distance property. For the 2-D case as an example, 
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we consider a signed distance function as a surface. Then, its tangent plane makes an equal angle of 45 with 

both the plane and axis which can be easily verified by the signed distance property. For this desirable property, 

signed distance functions have been widely used as level set functions in level set methods. In conventional 

level set formulations, the LSF is typically initialized and periodically reinitialized as a signed distance function. 

Initialization of contour level set evolution is the key to its success and it can be trapped into local minima. It is 

able to directly evolve the level set from the initial segmentation of cardiac MRI images by adaptive k-means 

clustering. Let I : R
2
->R be an initial given image, active contour models or snakes try to search for the curve in 

an image based on energy minimization problem which is given as 

Es (c) = Eint (c) + Eext(I(c)) 

 

Where Eint– Internal energy which indicates the smoothness of the curve and 

Eext–External energy that is related to mapping of image intensity 

 

𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑡 =  𝛼 𝑐′ 
2

+ 𝛽 𝑐′′ 
2
𝑑𝑠 

 

𝐸𝑒𝑥𝑡 = − ∇𝐼 2 

Where α and β are positive parameters and ∇I is the edge detector. 

Geometric active contours attempts to segment an object based on its edges, in a level set frame work. The 

initial contour is chosen to include the object where g(…) is a function which should drop to zero at edges. The 

contour evolution tends to smooth the contour, if no other information is available. The contour according to this 

evolution will shrink to a point. Hence, a balloon force [Cohen et al] may be added. In Geodesic active contours 

(GAC) the choice of a balloon force may be arbitrary and it is not clear if it actually minimize some functional 

and the global minimizer is not clear either. The GAC tries to overcome this by minimizing weighted length 

function. Mumford-shah model of image description partitions the image into smooth parts, which can be 

approximated by smooth functions and a small amount of edges. Chan and Vese took the Mumford-shah model 

and used it to create a region-statistics based segmentation algorithm. Optimization is done on both discrete 

parameters µ1,µ2 and on the level set function. Level set formulation involves a smoothed Heaviside 

approximation H(Φ).The resulting partial differential equation for updating Φ is 

ɸ
𝑡

= [𝜆∇𝑇  
∇ɸ

 ∇ɸ 
 −  1 − 𝜇1

 2 −  1 − 𝜇2
 2](𝛿∈ɸ) 

Obviously, some sort of regularization is needed for the shape of the contour and without regularization, 

irregularities can occur in conventional level set methods which may cause numerical errors and instability. This 

can be avoided by using distance regularization term. 

 

Distance regularized level set evolution (DRLSE): 

The distance regularization term is defined with a potential function such that the derived level set evolution 

has a unique forward-and-backward (FAB) diffusion effect, which is able to maintain a desired shape of the 

level set function, particularly a signed distance profile near the zero level set. This yields a new type of level set 

evolution called distance regularized level set evolution (DRLSE). 

Let Φ be a LSF defined on a domain. We define energy functional by 

€( ɸ)= 𝜇𝑅𝑝 (ɸ) + €𝑒𝑥𝑡(ɸ) 

Where Rp(Φ) is the level set regularization term defined in the following, 𝜇 is a constantand €𝑒𝑥𝑡(Φ)is the 

external energythat depends upon the data of interest (e.g., an image for image segmentation applications). The 

level set regularization term Rp(Φ) is defined by 

𝑅𝑝(ɸ) =  𝑝 ∇ɸ 𝑑𝑥Ω  

Where p is a potential (or energy density) function. The energy is designed such that it achieves a minimum 

when the zero level set of the LSF is located at desired position (e.g., an object boundary for image 

segmentation applications). 

In calculus of variations [Aubert], a standard method to minimize energy functional is to find the steady 

state solution of the gradient flow equation 
𝜕ф

𝜕𝑡
 =  

𝜕𝐹

𝜕ф
 

Where
𝜕𝐹 

𝜕ф
is the Gâteaux derivative of the functional F (Φ) .This is an evolution equation of a time-dependent 

functionΦ(𝑥, 𝑡)with a spatial variable x in the domain Ω and a temporal variable t ≥0and the evolution starts 

with a given initial functionΦ 𝑥, 0 =  Φ0  𝑥 . The evolution of the time-dependent functionΦ(𝑥, 𝑡)is in the 

opposite direction of the Gâteauxderivative i.e.  -
𝜕𝐹

𝜕ф
Which is the steepest descent direction of the functional 

F(Φ). Therefore, the gradient flow is also called steepest descent flow or gradient descent flow. 
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Results: 

The experiments was carried out on 33 data sets of 1.5T short axis cardiac MRI images and the proposed 

hybrid method of adaptive k-means clustering and distance regularized level set are carried out with 

MatlabR2013b(Math Works) in Windows 7 ultimate system(Microsoft).All the experiments are carried out with 

Dell, Intel i5 CPU and 4 GB RAM. 

Initially the raw images are clustered using AKM clustering and then from the clustered output the 

initialization of the level set function is done. Regularization of the level set using distance function is made for 

the forward and backward diffusion.  

The original short axis cardiac MR images are shown in (a) and (b) of figure 1.Level set evolution is 

applied directly on the original images, it gives segmented result as shown in (a) and (b) of figure 2 which is not 

accurate and takes more computational time. When DRLSE method is applied directly on the original images, 

we can’t get the accurate segmentation of the ventricles as shown in (a) and (b) of figure 3 .The original images 

are then clustered using AKM clustering and the clustered output is shown in (a) and (b) of figure 4, which gives 

the vector of the mean values of the centroid based on which the level set function is initialized. The main 

objective is ventricular detection which fails in case of AKM and conventional level set method in which initial 

contours defined for left ventricle are shown in (a) and (b) of figure 5,whose location is identified with the help 

of the clustered output from which the centroids are detected that gives a different segmentation output as shown 

in (c) and (d) of figure 5. Using the proposed method of AKM and DRLSE in which the initial contours are as 

shown in (a) and (b) of figure 6defined for both the left and right ventricles gives the accurate delineation of 

both the left and right ventricles automatically as shown in (c) and (d) of figure 6. 

 

 
                           (a)                                                 (b) 

 

Fig. 1: Original images of short axis cardiac MRI 

 

 
                 (a)                                                           (b) 

 

Fig. 2: Level set Segmentation output of original images 
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                   (a)                                                          (b) 

 

Fig. 3: DRLSE Segmentation output of original images 

 

 
                  (a)                                                         (b) 

 

Fig. 4: AKM clustering output of original images 

 

 
                 (a)                                                           (b) 
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                 (c)                                                           (d) 

 

Fig. 5: Initial contour and level set segmentation output of AKM clustering 

 

 
                  (a)                                                           (b) 

 

 
                   (c)                                                        (d) 

 

Fig. 6: Initial contour and DRLSE segmented output of AKM clustering 

 
Table 1: Average computational time and number of iterations 

Method No. iteration Time duration (s) No. Clusters 

AKM + LS 100 18.0618 5 

AKM + DRLSE 300 8.8166 5 

 

Table 1 summarizes the average computational time and the number of iterations for the two hybrid 

methods to detect the ventricles. In the conventional level set method even though the number of iterations (100) 
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is less it takes more computational time 18 seconds and also it fails to delineate the exact boundaries of the 

ventricles. DRLSE method has the flexibility of evolving two initial contours front and back with the same 

diffusion at very faster rate. Due to faster rate of diffusion in DRLSE it gives output with in a less computational 

time of 8 seconds even though it takes more number of iterations (300).So by using the AKM clustering with 

DRLSE the ventricular portion of short axis cardiac MRI images can be segmented automatically with less 

computational time. 

 

Discussion: 

In conventional level set formulations, the level set function typically develops irregularities during its 

evolution, which may cause numerical errors and eventually destroy the stability of the evolution. Therefore, a 

numerical remedy, called reinitialization, is typically applied to periodically replace the degraded level set 

function with a signed distance function. However, the practice of reinitialization not only raises serious 

problems as when and how it should be performed, but also affects numerical accuracy in an undesirable way. 

This problem can be overcome by a new type of level set evolution called DRLSE. The experimental results 

shows that the exact delineation of the left and right ventricles can be done automatically with the hybrid 

segmentation of adaptive k-means clustering and distance regularized level set method when compared to the 

segmented output of adaptive k-means clustering and conventional level set method whose performance 

depends on appropriate initialization and optimal configuration of controlling parameters. At present in clinics 

manual segmentation of cardiac MRI images is performed by experienced radiologist which is a complex or 

tedious work that is time consuming and may lead to inter-observer variability. Hence there is a need for 

improved contour detection to equal manual contour tracing and also for efficient, robust and accurate 

assessment of cardiac MRI images by the development of fast hybrid automated segmentation methods.  

 

Conclusion: 

Ventricles perform the key role in the functioning of the heart; in particular the left ventricle performs the 

transfer of blood from the heart to all the parts of the body so the exact delineation of these ventricles is 

important. To diagnose various cardiovascular diseases like myocardial dysfunction, Hypertrophic 

cardiomyopathy, Ischemic heart disease, Arrhythmogenic right ventricular displasia, ventricular segmentation 

and analysis is required. The proposed hybrid segmentation method of adaptive k-means clustering and distance 

regularized level set method provides a faster automated and accurate segmentation output of both the ventricles 

of cardiac MRI images.  
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